
Christina Linardatou Looks to
make  it  Two-for-Two  as  she
Challenges Alycia Baumgardner
in Detroit
NEW YORK (July 15, 2023) – TONIGHT at the Masonic Temple in
Detroit,  Christina  Linardatou  will  attempt  to  become
undisputed  junior  lightweight  champion  when  she  tries  to
defeat reigning champion Alycia Baumgardner for a second time.

Linardatou, who is managed by Brian Cohen, handed Baumgardner
her only loss when they squared off on July 28, 2018.

Linardatou of Athens, Greece is 14-2 with six knockouts. The
35  year-old  is  a  former  two-time  super  lightweight  world
champion who won the title on March 24, 2019 with a sixth
round  stoppage  over  Kandi  Wyatt  in  Athens.  She  made  one
defense over undefeated Deanha Hobbs (8-0). Linardatou won the
WBO title for a second time with a 10-round unanimous decision
over  Prisca  Vicot  on  February  8,  2020  in  Gary,  Indiana.
Linardatou  also  has  wins  over  Sam  Smith  (5-0)  and  Lela
Terashvili (5-0-1).

Baumgardner  of  Detroit  is  14-1  with  seven  knockouts.
Baumgardner won the WBC title with a fourth round stoppage
over Terry Harper on November 13, 2021 in Sheffield, England.
The 29 year-old added the WBO and IBF titles on October 15,
2022 with a 10-round split decision over Mikaela Mayer in
London.  Baumgardner  became  undisputed  with  a  10-round
unanimous decision over Elhem Mekhaled on February 4th in New
York.

Linardatou, who is promoted by DiBella Entertainment, weighed
129.8 lbs. Baumgardner was 129.4 lbs.
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The bout will be streamed Live on DAZN beginning at 8 PM ET.

Earlier on the card, Split-T Management fighter Joseph Hicks
Jr.  will  take  on  Ramses  Agaton  in  a  six-round  super
middleweight  bout.

Hicks of Grand Rapids, Michigan is 7-0 with five knockouts.
The 29 year-old has a win over undefeated Bilal Quintyne (4-0)
and  is  coming  off  a  eight-round  unanimous  decision  over
Antonio Todd on June 3rd in Detroit.

Agaton of Mexico is 22-14-3 with 12 knockouts. The 33 year-old
is a 13 year professional. Agaton has wins over Hector Mercado
(1-0), Oscar leonard Ventura (4-0-1), Alvaro Roble (17-2),
Alejandro Barrera (23-1) and Ronald Montes (16-0).

Hicks, who is promoted by Salita Promotions, weighed 167.4
lbs. Agaton was 169.8.

Photos By Ed Mulholland / Matchroom Boxing.

Tiger Johnson, Dante Benjamin
and DeAndre Ware Pick up Home
State wins in Toledo
NEW YORK (July 3, 2023) – Three Split-T Management fighters
from the state of Ohio emerged victorious on Saturday night
with wins in their home state at The Huntington Center in
Toledo.

2020 United States Olympian Tiger Johnson remained undefeated
with a eight-round unanimous decision over Jonathan Montrel in
a junior welterweight bout.
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In round three, the left eye of Montrel began to swell.

The eye continued to worsen as the doctor checked on it before
round seven commenced. The right side of Montrel’s forehead
became a bloody mess in round seven.

Johnson, 141.2 lbs of Cleveland, OH won by scores of 80-72 on
all cards and is now 9-0. Montrel, 140.6 lbs of New Orleans is
now 15-2.

Dante Benjamin Jr. remained undefeated by stopping Mirandy
Zola in round one of their six-round light heavyweight bout.

In  round  one,  Benjamin  landed  a  big  left  hand  that  was
followed by a right to the chin that put Zola on his back.
Benjamin came forward and landed a big right that snapped
Zola’s head back and the bout was stopped at 1:56.

Benjamin, 173.3 lbs of Cleveland is 7-0 with six knockouts.
Zola, 173.9 lbs of Columbus, OH is 4-3..

DeAndre Ware won a six-round unanimous decision over DeCarlo
Perez in a super middleweight bout.

Ware, 167.9 lbs of Toledo, OH won by scores of 59-55 twice and
58-56 and is now 16-4-2. Perez, 167.5 lbs of Atlantic City, NJ
is 19-9-1.

Johnson and Benjamin are promoted by Top Rank.

The fights were streamed live on ESPN+.

Ohio  Natives  Tiger  Johnson,
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Dante  Benjamin  Jr.  and
DeAndre  Ware  in  Action
TONIGHT in Toledo
NEW YORK (July 1, 2023) – Three Split-T Management fighters
will be in action in their native Ohio as Tiger Johnson, Dante
Benjamin Jr. and DeAndre Ware will fight at the Huntington
Center on ESPN+.

Earlier in the day, Kandi Wyatt will make her third attempt at
a world title as she takes on Natasha Jonas for the IBF
Welterweight title in Manchester, England (ESPN+).

Johnson  will  take  Jonathan  Montrel  in  an  eight-round
welterweight  bout.

Johnson, the 24 Year-old, 2020 United States Olympian is 8-0
with five knockouts is starting to appear on some top prospect
lists.  Johnson  already  has  wins  over  Xaver  Madrid  (3-0),
Esteban Garcia (15-1), Mike Ohan Jr. (16-1) and his last bout
when  he  defeated  Alfonso  Olvera  on  April  1st  in  Tulsa,
Oklahoma.

Montrel of New Orleans is 15-1 with 10 knockouts. The 33 year-
old Montrel has won two in a row, which includes a fourth
round  stoppage  over  Aristides  Perez  on  January  14th  in
Cartagena, Colombia on January 14th.

Johnson was 141.2 lbs. Montrel weighed 140.6

Dante Benjamin Jr. will square off with Mirady Zola in a six-
round heavyweight bout.

Benjamin, 21 years-old of Cleveland already has four wins over
undefeated opponents in Henron Rendon (2-0), Kevin Johnson
(2-0), Corey Thompson (4-0) and Emanuel Austin (6-0). Benjamin
stopped Jasper McCargo in two rounds on April 1st in Tulsa,
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Oklahoma.

Zola of Canal Winchester, Ohio is 4-2 with one knockout. Zola
is capable as he has already defeated undefeated foes James
Quiter (4-0-1) as well as Shaman Baxter (1-0) on January 21st
in Newark, Ohio.

Benjamin checked in at 173.3 lbs. Zola was 173.9.

The Toledo-based Ware will fight veteran DeCarlo Perez in a
six-round super middleweight bout.

Ware is 15-4-2 with nine knockouts. The 35 year-old has never
backed down from a challenge and has had his hand raised over
Derrick Adkins (5-1-1), Enrique Collazo (11-0-1) and Ronald
Ellis (16-0-2). Ware is coming off a loss to Christian Mbilli
on September 9, 2022 in Montreal.

Perez  of  Atlantic  City,  New  Jersey  is  19-8-1  with  six
knockouts. The 32 year-old Perez has wins over Shamone Alvarez
(21-5), Donte Moore (8-0-2), Jamar Freeman (9-1-2), Marcus
Willis  (13-3-2),  Tyrone  Brunson  (22-2-1),  Jessie  Nicklow
(24-5-3),  Jose  Ubaldo  Cabrera  (23-0)  and  Lanell  Bellows
(16-1-1). Perez is coming off a loss to Frederic Julan on
February 23rd in New York.

Ware weighed in at 167.9 lbs. Perez was 167.5.

Johnson  and  Benjamin  are  promoted  by  Top  Rank.  The  three
fights will be streamed on ESPN+ at 6:15 PM ET.

Johnson and Benjamin photos by Mikey Williams / Top Rank via
Getty Images.

In  Manchester,  England,  Kandi  Wyatt  will  make  her  third
attempt at a world title when she takes on Natasha Jonas for
the IBF Welterweight title.

Wyatt of Calgary, Canada is 11-4 with three knockouts. Wyatt
has a win over undefeated Dallia Velazquez (5-0) and her last



bout when she defeated Kirstie Bevington on March 10th in
Wolverhampton, England. Wyatt lost to Kali Reis and Jessica
McCaskill in her two previous attempts at world titles.

Jonas of Liverpool, England is 13-2-1 with eight knockouts.
The 2016 Olympian won the WBO Super Welterweight title with a
second round stoppage over Chris Namus (25-6). Jonas added the
WBC belt with a unanimous decision over Patricia Benghult
(15-0). In her last bout, Jonas added the the IBF title with a
10-round unanimous decision over Marie Eve DiCaire (18-1) on
November 12, 2022 in Manchester, England.

Wyatt weighed 146 lbs. Jonas was 146.5 lbs.

The fight will be streamed live on ESPN+ at 2 PM ET

Split-T  Management’s  Khail
Coe,  Javier  Zamarron  and
Trinidad  Vargas  Remain
Undefeated
NEW YORK (JUNE 27, 2023) – Three Split-T Management fighters
were impressive in keeping their undefeated records intact
with victories this past Saturday night.

In New York, light heavyweight Khalil Coe stopped Buneet Bisla
in  round  seven  of  their  eight-round  fight  at  The  Madison
Square Theater.

Coe was impressive from the ouetset as he dropped Bisla with a
jab in the opening frame, Coe was credited with a second
knockdown in the round as he landed a right that Bisla down
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again,

Coe continued to dominate as he bloodied those of Bisla. In
round seven, Coe landed a hard uppercut that clearly hurt
Bisla. “The Big Steppa” followed up with a barrage of punches
that forced the stoppage.

With his second consecutive stoppage win, the Flemington, New
Jersey  native  remained  undefeated  at  6-0-1  with  four
knockouts.  Bisla  of  British  Columbia,  suffered  his  first
defeat and is now 7-1.

In Milwaukee, junior lightweight, Javier Zamarron took out
Prentice Canada in the second round of their six-round junior
lightweight bout at The Harley-Davidson Museum.

The 22 year-old Zamarron thrilled the hometown crowd as the
native of Sheboygan was dominant in his outing that saw hm go
to 4-0 with three knockouts,

In Philadelphia, bantamweight Trinidad Vargas boxed his way to
a four-round unanimous decision over Luis Rivera at the 2300
Arena.

Vargas  showed  the  boxing  skills  that  made  him  a  13-time
National Amateur Champion.

Vargas, 20 of Grand Prairie, Texas won by scores of 40-36 on
all cards and is now 3-0. Rivera was making his pro debut.

Split-T  Management’s
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Undefeated  Khalil  Coe  and
Javier  Zamarron  in  Action
TONIGHT
NEW YORK (JUNE 24, 2023) – Two undefeated fighters under the
Split-T Management banner will be in action tonight.

At The Madison Square Garden Theater, undefeated Khalil Coe
takes  on  Buneet  Bisla  in  an  eight-round  battle  of  light
heavyweight’s.

In Milwaukee at The Fireserv Forum, Javier Zamarron takes on
Printice Canada in a six-round junior lightweight contest.

Coe of Flemington, New Jersey is 5-0-1 with three knockouts.
The 26 year-old Coe has wins over two undefeated opponents in
Dylan O’Sullivan (1-0) and Bradley Olmeda (5-0). Coe is coming
off a third round stoppage over James Quiter (6-1-1) on April
8th in San Antonio, Texas.

Bisla of Surrey, British Columbia is with three knockouts. The
25 year-old Bisla Has a win over undefeated Javon Blackstock-
Sewell  (2-0).  In  his  most  recent  outing,  Bisla  defeated
Fernando Galvan on May 12th in Surry, BC, CAN.

Coe, who is promoted by Matchroom Boxing and co-managed by
Keith Connolly weighed 176.2 lbs. Bisla was 173.2.

The bout can be seen on Matchroom Youtube page beginning at 6
PM ET.

Zamarron of Sheboygan, Wisconsin is 3-0 with two knockouts.
The  22  year-old  is  coming  off  a  unanimous  decision  over
Roberto Armas on April 1st in Milwaukee.

Canada of Saint Louis is 6-10-1 with four knockouts. The 29
year-old Canada is coming off a first round stoppage over
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Rocky Hughes on May 20th in Jefferson, Missouri.

Photo Credit: Ed Mulholland / Matchroom Boxing.

Dominic  Valle  Remains
Undefeated  With  Last  Second
Stoppage over Carlos Rosario
NEW YORK (JUNE 19, 2023) – Last Wednesday night in Plant City,
Florida, Split-T Management super featherweight Dominic Valle
remained undefeated with a sixth and final round stoppage over
tough and upset-minded Carlos Rosario at The Probox Event
Center.

It was a close fight early as Rosario was able to get in a few
uppercuts in the opening frame. From there on, Valle began to
land hard shots and slowly break down Rosario. In round Six,
Rosario turned up the heat and landed a big flurry of punches
that had Rosario reeling. Valle baked Rosario into the ropes
and  landed  another  barrage  of  punches  and  the  fight  was
stopped with just one second remaining at 2:59.

Valle of Lutz, Florida is now 6-0 with five knockouts. Rosario
of Winter Haven, Florida is 6-2.

Valle is promoted by Probox Promotions.
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Undefeated Junior Lightweight
Dominic Valle Takes on Carlos
Rosario  TONIGHT  in  Plant
City, Florida
NEW YORK (JUNE 14, 2023) – TONIGHT in Plant City, Florida,
undefeated junior lightweight Dominic Valle will be back in
action when he takes on Carlos Rosario in a bout scheduled for
six-rounds.

Valle  of  Lutz,  Florida,  has  a  record  of  5-0  with  four
knockouts.  The  22  year-old  Valle  is  coming  off  his  first
distance fight when he was taken six-rounds by Jose Antonio
Meza on November 4, 2023. This will be the sixth consecutive
appearance at The Probox events Center,

Rosario of Winter Haven, Florida is 6-1 with three knockouts.
The 27 year-old Rosario is coming off a career best win as he
shocked previously undefeated Joshafat Ortiz (11-0) via split-
decision on April 29th in Philadelphia.

The bout can be seen live on Probox TV beginning at 8 PM ET.

Valle is promoted by Probox Promotions.

Teofimo  Takes  over  Junior
Welterweight
NEW YORK (JUNE 13, 2023) – NEW YORK–Teofimo Lopez became a
two-division  world  champion  with  an  emphatic  12-round
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unanimous decision over Josh Taylor to win the WBO Junior
Welterweight  title  before  a  Madison  Square  Garden  Theater
record crowd of 5,151.

“Teofimo’s win further cements his status as the true phenom
of this era. His skill set, and ring IQ are unchallenged. He’s
simply  amazing,”  said  David  McWater,  President  of  Split-T
Management.

The fight began at a fast pace with Taylor working the body.
Lopez was able to land some “show me” right hands. Lopez
started to foreshadow things to come by landing quick and
pinpoint right hands that were able to stop Taylor in his
tracks. That assault came in rounds three through five, with
round four being a big frame for “The Takeover” as he rocked
Taylor. The two fighters took turns over the next four-rounds.

Lopez  was  terrific  over  the  next  three  rounds  as  he  was
dominant as hand speed proved to be too much. His right hand
continuously found a home on the face of Taylor. In round 12,
Lopez sealed the deal by hurting Taylor twice, with the latter
being from a perfect right to the body that hurt Taylor.

Lopez, who was the undisputed lightweight champion, becomes a
two-weight division champ by scores of 117-111 and 115-113 and
is now 19-1. Taylor of Scotland is 19-1.

Lopez Post Fight Quotes: “It’s been a long time coming. We
just beat the Number 1 guy. The lineal world champion. The
former undisputed world champion.”

“I think let my emotions get the best of me. I do not want to
take your life. I want to you to go back to your family. I
apologize as a man.

“Josh Taylor is a tough dude. I can see why he beat so many
fighters. But you’ve got to counter the counterpuncher. You’ve
got to outsmart the man and get in there. And I did that. I
think I did enough. This is what it is all about. I questioned



myself for a good reason. You guys don’t understand. I’ve
always been my worst critic. And you guys got a little glimpse
of it. But I’ve just got to ask you one thing, and one thing
only. Do I still got it?”

“I’m so grateful. This was a bout fixing what we needed to.
That’s why I don’t leave my coach. I trust in him a lot.”

My next battle is in court for my son. That’s my next battle.
I’m not really focused on who I’m going to fight next.”

Omar Rosario remained undefeated with a eight-round unanimous
decision over Jan Carlos Rivera in a junior welterweight bout.

Rosario, 139.2 lbs of Caguas, PR won by scores of 77-75 and is
now 11-0. Rivera, 138.4 lbs of Vieques, PR is 8-2.

Lopez and Rosario are promoted by Top Rank.

Split-T  Management  Fighters
Ardreal  Holmes  and  Joseph
Hicks Remain Undefeated with
Wins in Detroit
NEW YORK (June 7, 2023)-Split-T Management fighters Ardreal
Holmes  Jr.  and  Joseph  Hicks  Jr.  remained  undefeated  with
victories on Saturday night at the Little Caesars Arena in
Detroit.

Holmes won a technical split decision over Wendy Toussaint in
a bout that was stopped in round eight of a scheduled 10-round
super welterweight bout.
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In round four, Toussaint was deducted a point for hitting
behind the head.

Holmes boxed well by using his height, while Toussaint was
coming on late by pressuring the taller Holmes.

In round eight, the two clashed heads and the forehead of
Toussaint  immediately  began  to  gush  blood.  The  fight  was
allowed to continue, but only briefly as the blood continued
to  shoot  out  of  the  forehead  and  the  fight  went  to  the
scorecards at 1:54.

Holmes, 153.4 lbs of Flint, MI won by scores of 77-74 and
76-75 while a third card went to Toussaint by a 77-74 tally.

Holmes is now 14-0. Toussaint, 149.8 lbs of Huntington, NY is
14-2.

“I was expecting a tough fight. Just wasn’t in the shape we
wanted to be in, but no excuses. I got the job done,” said
Holmes post-fight. “I felt like I didn’t catch my second wind
until the seventh or eighth round. That’s when I felt like the
fight was really changing. I felt like I took the earlier
rounds and he started coming on late.”

Holmes said the fast pace Toussaint kept throughout the fight
was unexpected. “He actually surprised me,” admitted Holmes.
“Watching film, he usually slows in the fourth or fifth round.
That’s what I thought he was going to do, but he shocked me.
My plan was to come on halfway through the fight and I thought
I was going to close it out at the end. I thought the decision
was  fair.  It  was  four-four  (in  rounds),  but  the  point
(deduction) did it. He was out of gas the last quarter of the
fight.”

Holmes  is  promoted  by  DiBella  Entertainment  and  Holden
Productions.

Joseph  Hicks  Jr.  remained  undefeated  with  an  eight-round



unanimous decision over Antonio Todd in a middleweight bout.

Hicks had Todd in trouble several times during the fight, and
although he could not get the stoppage, he was dominant in
winning the decision.

Hicks, 159.4 lbs of Grand Rapids, MI won by scores of 80-72 on
all cards and is now 7-0. Todd, 158.2 lbs of Atlanta is 14-8.

“I  didn’t  expect  Todd  to  be  that  awkward,”  said  Hicks
afterwards. “I knew he was tough, but he was awkward. He did a
lot of unorthodox things. He dropped his head after he jabbed.
He switched back after his jab, and he got the counterpunch. I
was trying to time him, but he was flinching back.”

“It means everything to be a part of this fight card and this
event,” Hicks continued. “I’m very grateful to Claressa and
Salita Promotions. The GWOAT, Claressa, she’s going to win
tonight. I’m very grateful to her, because without her, this
opportunity is not here for me. I’m ready for whoever they
give me next. I’m going back to the drawing board. We’re going
to fix a lot of things, get sharper and be better in my next
fight.”

Hicks is promoted by Salita Promotions.

Both fights were streamed Live on DAZN.

Split-T  Management’s
Undefeated Ardreal Holmes and
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Joseph  Hicks  Jr.  in  Action
TONIGHT in Detroit
NEW YORK (June 3, 2023)-Tonight at the Little Caesars Arena in
Detroit, two undefeated fighters and Michigan natives will be
in action on a DAZN streamed card (9 PM ET).

In  the  co-feature  bout,  Ardreal  Holmes  will  be  featured
against Wendy Toussaint in a 10-round USBA Super Welterweight
championship fight.

Holmes of Flint is 13-0 with five knockouts. The 28 year-old
Holmes is establishing himself in the 154-pound division with
wins over Bryan Goldsby (4-1), Vernon Brown (13-1-1) and his
last outing when Holmes defeated Ismael Villareal (12-0) on
February 17th in Topeka, Kansas.

Toussaint of Huntington, New York, has an impressive mark of
14-1 with six knockouts. The 31 year-old Toussaint has wins
over Anthony Gangemi (4-1), Courtmey Pennington (7-0-1), Sadiq
Muhammad (4-1), Isiah Jones (9-2), Travis Gambardella (7-1-2)
and his last bout when Toussaint won an eight-round unanimous
decision over Asinia Byfield on June 18, 2022 in New York
City.

Holmes, who is promoted by DiBella Entertainment and Holden
Productions, weighed 153.4 lbs. Toussaint was 149.8 lbs.

In the DAZN opener, Joseph Hicks Jr. takes on Antonio Todd in
an eight-round bout for the WBC Americas Silver Middleweight
title.

Hicks of Grand Rapids is 6-0 with five knockouts. The 29 year-
old Hicks has a big win over Bilal Quintyne (4-0). In his last
bout, Hicks scored a second round stoppage over Noah Kidd on
April 14th in Detroit.
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Todd of Atlanta is 14-7 with eight knockouts. The 28 year-old
Todd has a win over former world title challenger Hugo Centeno
(28-3-1).

Hicks, who is promoted by Salita Promotions, weighed 159.4
lbs. Todd weighed 158.2 lbs.


